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ABSTRACT

Recommending fashion outfits to users presents several challenges.

First of all, an outfit consists of multiple fashion items, and each user

emphasizes different parts of an outfit when considering whether

they like it or not. Secondly, a user’s liking for a fashion outfit con-

siders not only the aesthetics of each item but also the compatibility

among them. Lastly, fashion outfit data is often sparse in terms of

the relationship between users and fashion outfits. Not to mention,

we can only obtain what the users like, but not what they dislike.

To address the above challenges, in this paper, we formulate

the fashion outfit recommendation problem as a multiple-instance-

learning (MIL) problem. We propose OutfitNet, a fashion outfit

recommendation framework that includes two stages. The first

stage is a Fashion Item Relevancy network (FIR), which learns

the compatibility between fashion items and further generates

relevancy embedding of fashion items. In the second stage, an

Outfit Preference network (OP) learns the users’ tastes for fashion

outfits using visual information. OutfitNet takes in multiple fashion

items in a fashion outfit as input, learns the compatibility among

fashion items, the users’ tastes toward each item, as well as the

users’ attention on different items in the outfit with the attention

mechanism.

Quantitatively, our experiments show that OutfitNet outper-

forms state-of-the-art models in two tasks: fill-in-the-blank (FITB)

and personalized outfit recommendation. Qualitatively, we demon-

strate that the learned personalized item scores and attention scores

capture well the users’ fashion tastes, and the learned fashion item

embeddings capture well the compatibility relationships among

fashion items. We also leverage the learned fashion item embedding

and propose a simple fashion outfit generation framework, which

is shown to produce high-quality fashion outfit combinations.
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Figure 1: High-level idea of Outfit Preference network (OP).

Values in the boxes indicate the personalized item scores,

and values on the lines indicate the personalized attentions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Fashion is an immense industry. Today, the average person pur-

chases 60%, or more, clothing items overall compared to fifteen

years ago.
1
By 2020, the global revenue of fashion is expected to

rise to $721.9 billion USD, compared to $481.2 billion USD in 2018.

Leveraging machine learning and artificial intelligence have helped

increase revenue growth in the industry.
2
In particular, personalized

recommendations has influenced 43% of online fashion purchases,

and 95% of online fashion retail companies view personalized rec-

ommendation as an essential and urgent business strategy.
3

Recommending products to consumers has been a widely and

thoroughly studied research problem, and, in particular, recommen-

dations based on consumers’ personal tastes.Whenmaking clothing

recommendations, many approaches have been proposed. Among

them, the most successful methodology so far is shown to leverage

the visuals of clothing items [15, 18, 34], which is also the current

standard when learning about personal aesthetics [5, 8, 24, 31].

Previous studies have focused on recommending single fashion

1
https://www.greenpeace.org/international/publication/6969/fashion-at-the-

crossroads/

2
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/retail/our-insights/the-state-of-fashion

3
https://www.shopify.com/enterprise/ecommerce-fashion-industry

https://doi.org/10.1145/3366423.3380096
https://doi.org/10.1145/3366423.3380096
https://doi.org/10.1145/3366423.3380096
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items to users. However, besides viewing individuals’ preferences

towards each fashion clothing item, one important aspect of the

nature of fashion products is their combination. When shopping

for fashion clothing items, consumers are usually more drawn to

purchase items that they know how to put together into a fashion

outfit. A line of research has addressed this problem by learning the

compatibility of fashion clothing items [11, 12, 16, 27, 28]. However,

learning individuals’ tastes towards fashion outfits, which are com-

binations of several individual fashion clothing items, still requires

further investigation.

In this paper, we address the problem of recommending fashion

outfits that consist of a set of clothing items to individuals based on

their fashion tastes. In particular, our goal is to investigate problems

similar to the one depicted in the toy example of Figure 1. As shown,

the user is presented with two fashion outfits, and each consists of

a set of fashion clothing items. When assessing the fashion outfits,

the user’s thought process is two-fold. Firstly, the user has her

preference towards each fashion item, as denoted in the boxes.

Secondly, the user puts different weights on fashion items in outfits,

as indicated by the number on the lines. In this example, a majority

of the items in outfit B receive higher scores from the user than

items in outfit A. However, since the user places more emphasis

on shoes when assessing a fashion outfit, outfit A has a higher

personalized fashion outfit score than outfit B in this particular case.

There are several challenges involved when attempting to create

a fashion outfit recommendation system that handles the scenario

presented in Figure 1. Firstly, creating appropriate representations

for the fashion outfits before inputting them to learn users’ outfit

preferences is important, and the most crucial characteristic to

embed is their compatibility. Many works have proposed different

ways to learn the compatibility in fashion outfits, while most of

them rely heavily on rich meta information, complicated neural

network models, or simplified assumptions on outfit compositions

[11, 28, 29, 33]. Secondly, most of the data regarding the user’s

preference for fashion outfits are only labeled at the outfit level,

not at the item level. Finding a way to infer a user’s preference for

fashion items included in fashion outfits is critical. This distinction

can also help make individual fashion recommendations to users.

Finally, the data on the relationships between users and fashion

outfits are often sparse. In our dataset, over 68% of fashion outfits

are liked by one user only. Also, we only have data regarding what

the users explicitly liked, but not what they disliked.

In this paper, we address the above challenges and formulate

the outfit recommendation task into a multiple instance learning

(MIL) problem. We then develop a personalized fashion outfit rec-

ommendation system, OutfitNet. OutfitNet includes two stages: a

Fashion Item Relevancy network (FIR) and an Outfit Preference

network (OP). FIR learns the relevancy of a fashion item given a

subset of fashion items, a positive item, and a negative sample. OP

takes in fashion outfits with a various number of clothing items as

inputs and a personalized attention layer is designed to aggregate

the multiple clothing items in fashion outfits, as well as learning

individuals’ emphasis on the clothing items when judging a fashion

outfit. Through both quantitative and qualitative evaluations, we

show the effectiveness of OutfitNet when recommending fashion

outfits. More specifically, we evaluate OutfitNet with two recom-

mendation tasks: fill-in-the-blank (FITB) and personalized outfit

recommendation. In both tasks, we show that OutfitNet outper-

forms other state-of-the-art methods.We also show the fashion item

embedding learned by FIR and the personalized attention learned

by OP through a case study.

Quantitatively, compared with other state-of-the-art baseline

methods, OutfitNet performs better in both the FITB and personal-

ized fashion outfit recommendation tasks. Specifically, in the FITB

task, fashion item embeddings learned by FIR can achieve 88.63%

accuracy. In the personalized outfit recommendation task, Outfit-

Net has an 84.07% Area Under Curve (AUC) in recommending all

fashion outfits, and 79.70% in recommending outfits that are only

liked by one user in our dataset.

Qualitatively, with the learned FIR, we can obtain embeddings of

fashion items that reflect the underlying compatibility. When show-

ing the learned fashion item embeddings on a tSNE-transformed

two-dimensional space, compatible fashion items are closer to each

other than incompatible fashion items, compared to embeddings

extracted from pre-trained DenseNet. We also further leverage the

learned fashion item embedding and propose a simple yet effective

fashion outfit generation framework, OutfitExpansion. We show

that the quality of the generated fashion outfits are high. Addi-

tionally, when considering a given user and fashion outfit, one

can obtain a user’s personalized item score, personalized outfit

score, and personalized attention scores for the items in the outfits.

Through a case study, we show that the learned item scores capture

the users’ tastes toward fashion items, and the learned attention

scores capture the users’ emphasis on fashion items among the

whole outfit.

The contributions of this work are as follows.

(1) The proposed Fashion Item Relevancy network (FIR) is a

lightweight yet effective approach to learn the compatibility

between fashion items. Compared to existing state-of-the-art

models, FIR has a simple architecture and does not require

additional information on fashion items other than the visu-

als.

(2) We formulate the fashion outfit recommendation as a mul-

tiple instance learning (MIL) problem. This approach has

the following two benefits: (1) allows us to handle multiple

clothing items as inputs for each fashion outfit, and (2) en-

ables us to learn not only the users’ preferences towards

fashion outfits (labeled in the data) but also their preferences

towards fashion clothing items (not labeled in the data).

(3) Unlike the embeddings learned by the state-of-the-art CNN

models, which mainly capture the visual similarity such as

colors and silhouettes, the fashion item embedding learned

by OutfitNet can capture the underlying styles of personal

tastes regarding fashion items.We further leverage the learned

embedding and propose a simple fashion outfit generation

framework, OutfitExpansion, which is shown to produce

high-quality fashion outfits.

(4) We design a personalized attention layer in OutfitNet, which

captures the users’ personal emphasis on each fashion item

in fashion outfits when assessing their preference for the

whole fashion outfit ensemble.

We organize the rest of this paper as follows. In section 2, we

review the literature related to this paper. We propose our design
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of OutfitNet in section 3, and evaluate OutfitNet by comparing it

with other baseline models in section 4. We then further investigate

the learned fashion item embedding and personalized attention

and also propose a simple fashion outfit generation framework in

section 5. Finally, we conclude this work in section 6.

2 RELATEDWORK

In this section, we provide a literature review in the fields related

to this work, which are fashion recommendation, multiple instance

learning and attention mechanism.

2.1 Fashion Recommendation

Starting in 2013, the field of quantitative fashion research started to

receive more attention. Most fashion research has been leveraging

data obtained on online platforms for analysis and evaluation, such

as Instagram [7], and other social media channels, as well as fashion-

specific social networks, including Polyvore and Lookbook.nu [19].

In the early stages, more focus was placed on the high-end fashion

industry [7, 20, 21, 30]. Recently, the focus has shifted towards

understanding the consumers’ tastes and recommending fashion

products accordingly.

Research has been conducted on recommending fashion products

to consumers. Some research utilize product characteristics to make

personalized fashion product recommendations [4], or use reviews

on retail websites [18], while others use visual information to make

recommendations [34]. Kang et al. further design a recommendation

model that recommends fashion clothing items based on visual

information and generates personalized fashion clothing images

[15].

In addition to considering fashion items separately, one impor-

tant quality is the combination of fashion items in creating fashion

outfit ensembles. There are several works exploring the compatibil-

ity in fashion outfits: Han et al. views fashion outfits as sequences

of fashion items and encodes the outfits using bi-directional LSTM

[11]; Song et al. encodes fashion domain knowledge to neural net-

works with attentive knowledge distillation scheme [27]; Kang et

al. extracts products from scene-based images and infers the com-

patibility among fashion products [16]; Vasileva et al. leverages the

categories of fashion items to learn the compatibility embedding

[29]; and Cui et al. models the relationships of fashion items into a

graph to learn the compatibility embedding [9]. The closest work to

our approach of learning compatibility is by Yin et al. [33], in which

they leverage the triplet (positive, anchor, negative) and Bayesian

Personalized Ranking (BPR) to push the learned embedding of an-

chor to be closer to positive samples than negative samples. The

difference between our FIR and this approach is that we enable the

anchor to be considered as sets, which we will discuss further in

Section 3.

Although plenty of works have been published on recommend-

ing individual fashion items to users, a limited amount of work

has been conducted on recommending fashion outfits as a whole.

The primary efforts include Lin et al. proposing a neural network

that takes inputs as pairs of tops and bottoms [18], and Chen et al.

proposing a neural network that takes in five items as an outfit in-

put [6]. These works, however, fall short on considering the varying

number of items included in different fashion outfits, the inference

of personal preferences from outfit ensembles to individual items,

and the attentive nature of personal preferences on fashion outfits,

which we address in our proposed OutfitNet.

2.2 Multiple Instance Learning and Attention

A critical aspect of learning an individual’s taste for fashion outfits

pertains to the various number of fashion clothing items involved in

each fashion outfit ensemble. The aggregation among fashion items

in outfits should handle a different number of fashion items and

view the fashion items as order-invariant. One related attempt is by

Han et al., where they propose using bidirectional LSTM to encode

fashion outfits [11]. However, they assume there is a fixed number

of items in an outfit, and a fixed order of items in terms of their

categories. Instead of using a sequence of fixed length to encode

fashion outfits, we formulate our fashion outfit recommendation

problem as a multiple instance learning (MIL) problem. A MIL

problem assumes that the labels for a set of items are known, while

the labels for the individual items in the set are unknown.

Maron et al. first raised the problem of MIL back in 1998 [23].

In 2017, Zaheer et al. explored MIL in neural networks, [35]; how-

ever, the pooling operators considered at the time only included

operators, such as mean, max, convex maximum (i.e., log-sum-exp),

noisy-or and noisy-and. Subsequently, Ilse et al. then leveraged at-
tention to improve MIL [14]. Attention, which was first introduced

by Bahdanau et al. in 2015, was used to improve machine translation

in encoder-decoder RNNmodels [2]. Xu et al. then used the concept

of attention to improve the performance of image captioning by

focusing on specific parts of the images when generating words in

captions [32]. Based on the idea of attention, Ilse et al. proposed a

neural network model that incorporates an attention layer to pool

from the multiple inputs. The model is shown to predict multiple-

instance-learning tasks better, and the learned attention is shown

to capture the emphasis put across multiple inputs when making

predictions, which achieves key instance detection.

In this paper, we incorporate the idea of using attention in mul-

tiple instance learning to make personalized fashion outfit recom-

mendations.

3 OUTFITNET

In this section, we present the design of our proposed two-fold

system, OutfitNet. First, we introduce the intuition and problem for-

mulation. Next, we detail the model architectures of both stages in

OutfitNet and discuss how the parameters in OutfitNet are learned.

For clarity, we summarize the symbols used in this paper in Table

1.

3.1 Intuition and Problem Formulation

Our goal is to first learn the fashion item embeddings that capture

the item compatibility and relevancy, then further recommend

fashion outfits to users based on their fashion tastes. Our proposed

system, OutfitNet, includes two stages: the Fashion Item Relevancy
network (FIR) and the Outfit Preference network (OP). FIR learns the

relevancy and compatibility among fashion items and generates

fashion item embeddings that capture such characteristics. Next,

OP takes the embeddings learned by FIR and further learns user

preferences towards fashion outfits.
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Figure 2: Outfit preference network (OP)

Table 1: Symbol definition for OutfitNet.

Symbol Definition

D Dataset

S Outfit set

I Item set

U User set

x Encoded inputs of user/clothing items

yu,i Score of user u liking the ith outfit

πu,i,k Score of user u liking the kth item in the ith outfit

ζ ,ψ Fully-connected layers in FIR

f ,д,ϕ, ρ,η Fully-connected layers in OP

h Embeddings generated in the hidden layers

eu,k User u’s attention for the kth item

αu,k Normalized eu,k
λ Triplet loss margin

In most real-world data, we obtain knowledge of what the users

like, but not what they dislike. Similarly, we only collect information

on what fashion items are compatible with each other, but not

incompatible with each other. Therefore, rather than determining

negative samples and further design the models into classification

models, we leverage the idea of triplet loss in the Siamese network

[3, 26] and Bayesian Personalized Ranking [25]. Intuitively, in the

learned embedding space, the compatible fashion items should be

closer to each other compared to incompatible fashion items. Also,

the user should be closer to outfits she likes, and further from the

outfits she does not like. Therefore, the two problems formulated

for OutfitNet are as follows.

Fashion item relevancy network (FIR): Given a set of fashion items

S̃ , a positive item xi that has co-occurred with all of the items in S̃
in an outfit, and a negative item x j that has never co-occurred with

S̃ in an outfit before, FIR learns the score of S̃ co-occurring with xi ,

s(xi |S̃), and S̃ co-occurring with x j , s(x j |S̃), where s(xi |S̃) > s(x j |S̃).

+

𝑠 𝑥# |𝑆&

𝑠 𝑥'|𝑆&

𝑆&

𝑥'

𝑥#

ℎ#

ℎ'

ℎ)
𝒥+,-

𝜁 ⋅ 𝜓 ⋅

Figure 3: Fashion item relevancy network (FIR)

Outfit preference network (OP): Given an useru, items in a positive

outfit i that u likes in the datasetDu , and items in a negative outfit

j that u has not liked in Du , OP learns the score of u liking i , yu,i ,
and u liking j, yu, j , where yu,i > yu, j .

Both of the problem settings above fall into the formulation of

multiple instance learning. For FIR, the labels for (S̃,xi ) and (S̃,x j )
are compatible and incompatible, respectively. However, which

item in S̃ is compatible/incompatible with xi /x j is unknown. For
OP, the labels for (u, i) and (u, j) are like and dislike, respectively.

Similar to FIR, which item in outfits i and j the user u likes/dislikes

is unknown. Through learning from the two models, we aim to

infer the labels of each item.

3.2 Fashion Item Relevancy Network

One crucial part of fashion outfit recommendation is to first learn

the relevancy among fashion items in fashion outfits. For this pur-

pose, we develop a fashion item relevancy network (FIR) to capture

the relevancy among fashion items. The idea is that for fashion

items that are more compatible/relevant to each other, they should

be closer to each other in the embedding space. FIR can be viewed

as an extension of the type-aware network proposed in [29] and the

Siamese-network-based model in [33], where we consider beyond
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the pair and triplet of individual items’ compatibility. The detailed

design of FIR is as follows.

The input of FIR is a triplet (S̃,xi ,x j ), where S̃ is a partial set of

items in a fashion outfit, xi is an item that has appeared with S̃ in

an outfit, and x j is an item that has not appeared with S̃ in an outfit.

In other words, S̃ ∪ {xi } ⊆ S ∃S ∈ S and S̃ ∪ {x j } ⊈ S ∀S ∈ S.
(S̃,xi ,x j ) are inputs to FIR, and all items x are passed through a

fully-connected layer ζ . Items in S̃ are pooled to a single embedding

hs , and xi and x j become embeddings hi and hj , respectively.
After the embeddings are generated, hi and hs together gen-

erate a relevancy score s(xi |S̃), and hj and hs together generate

a relevancy score s(x j |S̃). The relevancy scores are calculated as

follows.

s(xi |S̃) = ψ (hi + hs ) (1)

where the embeddings hi and hs are element-wise added together,

then passed through a fully-connected layerψ (·). The same is ap-

plied to getting relevancy score s(x j |S̃). Finally, the scores are passed

to the final layer, and the difference between s(xi |S̃) and s(x j |S̃) are
calculated.

3.3 Outfit Preference Network

Figure 2 shows the design of outfit preference network (OP), which

consists of two stages: the fused embedding generation stage and

the personalized scoring stage. The input for the model are triplets

(u, i, j) ∈ D, where

D = {(u, i, j)|u ∈ U ∧ i ∈ S+u ∧ j ∈ S \ S+u }.

i ∈ S+u is an outfit liked by user u, and j ∈ S \ S+u is an outfit

not liked by user u yet. Each triplet (u, i, j) is pre-processed before

sending into OutfitNet. User u is encoded as a one-hot-encoding

xu , with only the value of the corresponding user being 1, and

others being 0s. For outfits i and j, each clothing item’s inputs are

represented by the embedding generated from a trained FIR’s layer

h. We denote the embeddings of outfit i as x+ = {x+l |l = 0...L} and

the embeddings of the outfit j asx− = {x−m |m = 0...M}, whereL and
M are the number of clothing items in outfits i and j, respectively.
Note that both x

+
and x

−
are sets and the order of clothing items

does not matter. Below we describe the two stages of OutfitNet

after the pre-processed inputs are sent in.

Stage 1: Fused Embedding Generation. Given a triplet (u, i, j),
their pre-processed xu , x+ and x

−
are passed into the network.

User’s one-hot-encoding xu is passed through a fully-connected

layer (FC layer) f (·) to reduce to a lower-dimensional user embed-
ding, hu . For both outfits i and j, their pre-processed sets of items’

FIR embeddings x
+
and x

−
are passed through a FC layer д(·) to re-

duce to lower-dimensional sets of fashion item embeddings, h+ and

h
−
. Each of the item embedding h in the sets of fashion item embed-

dings h
·
are concatenated with the user embedding hu , then passed

through a FC layer ϕ(·) to generate a set of lower-dimensional fused
embeddings, hf + and h

f −
. This process is the fused embedding

generation stage, which is summarized as follows.

h
f · = ϕ

( [ (
f (xu ) f (xu ) · · · f (xu )︸                       ︷︷                       ︸

k elements

)
| | д(x·)

] )
(2)

+

𝜌 ⋅
ℎ$ 𝐡𝐟⋅

𝝅

𝑦

(a) Instance-based

+

𝜂 ⋅

ℎ$ 𝐡𝐟⋅

ℎ' ⋅

𝑦

(b) Embedding-based

Figure 4: Approaches for personalized outfit scoring stage.

where the superscripts · are + or −, indicating the positive or nega-

tive outfits. k is the number of clothing items in the outfit, and | | is

the concatenation between embeddings.

Stage 2: Personalized Outfit Scoring. After obtaining the fused

embedding, the model leverages them to generate personalized

outfit scoresyu,i andyu, j . For this stage, OP has two alternatives for
generating scores: the instance-level approach and the embedding-

level approach.

Instance-level approach: Each of the fused embeddings hf · is passed

through a FC layer ρ(·), and output as personalized item scores π .
The score πu,i,k indicates the score of u liking the kth item in the

positive outfit i . The scores are passed through a pooling layer to

generate a personalized outfit score yu ·. yu,i represents u’s score
toward the positive outfit i . Here we design the pooling layer as

an attention layer. For clarity, we use the positive outfit to explain,

and the negative outfit works in the same way.

yu,i =
L∑

k=1

αu,kπu,k (3)

where α is u’s attention for the kth item in the outfit, and L is the

number of clothing items in outfit i . αu,k is calculated as follows.

αu,k =
exp(eu,k )∑L
l=1 exp(eu,l )

(4)

eu,k is an output of a feed-forward neural network, with inputs as

both the user embedding and item’s fused embedding:

eu,k = a(hu ,h
f +
k ) (5)

where a is a non-linear FC layer, hu is user u’s embedding, and h
f ·
k

is the kth item’s fused embedding. By incorporating both inputs,

the learned attention is able to be personalized. The approach is

depicted in Figure 4a.

Embedding-level approach: Unlike the instance-level approach, the
embedding-level approach consists of a pooling layer, which is ap-

plied to the fused embeddingshf ·. This pooling layer is an attention
layer that outputs a contextual embedding hs ·. For clarity, we use
the positive outfits to explain.

hs+ =
k∑
j=1

αujh
f +
j (6)
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hs+ is generated similarly as yu,i in Eq. (3), while it is a weighted

sum over embeddings rather than a scalar value. hs+ is then passed

through a FC layer η(·), which generates a score yu,i , indicating u’s
preference towards the whole outfit. The approach is depicted in

Figure 4b.

For comparison, we summarize how yu,i is generated in each

approach.

yu,i =

{∑L
k=1 αu,kρ(h

f +
k ) , instance approach

η
( ∑L

k=1 αukh
f +
k

)
, embedding approach

. (7)

yu, j is generated in the same way by replacing + with −, and L
withM .

In both approaches, we use the attention layer as the pooling

layer. There are several points to pay attention to regarding our

design of the attention layer. Firstly, we do not consider the order of
the items. Hence the inputs of the attention layer are independent

of each other. Secondly, the attention weights α are personalized
because when generating e in Eq. (5), the user embedding hu is

also passed through the feed-forward network a as one of the two

inputs.

3.4 Parameter Learning

The objective of FIR is to maximize the difference between the two

relevancy scores, so that embeddings of compatible fashion items

are closer to each other, compared to embeddings of incompatible

fashion items.

Jr el (Θr el ) = maxσ
(
s(xi |S̃) − s(x j |S̃)

)
− λΘr el | |Θr el | |

2
(8)

where Θr el {ζ ,ψ } are the parameters to learn from FIR, and s(xi |S̃)

and s(x j |S̃) are the relevancy scores obtained by Eq. (1), and λ is

the margin.

Similarly, the objective of OP is to learn the embeddings of users

and outfits, so that users’ embeddings are closer to the embed-

dings of outfits they like, compared to outfits they do not like. The

objective function of OutfitNet is as follows.

Jpre (Θpre ) = max lnσ (yu,i − yu, j ) − λΘpre | |Θpre | |
2

(9)

whereΘ = { f ,д,ϕ,η, ρ} are the parameters to learn fromOutfitNet,

yu,i andyu, j are the scores of a user liking the positive and negative
outfits, respectively (obtained by Eq. (7)), and λ is the margin.

4 EVALUATION

To evaluate the effectiveness of OutfitNet, in this section, we show

our experiment results. First, we introduce the dataset collected

and used for our experiments. Next, we present the experiment

setting and OutfitNet’s performance in two tasks: fill-in-the-blank

(FITB) and fashion outfit recommendation, compared with other

current state-of-the-art models.

4.1 Datasets

In this paper, we leverage two datasets for experiment and bench-

marking purposes: Polyvore and iFashion.

4.1.1 Polyvore. We created a dataset by crawling Polyvore
4
, a

fashion social network allowing users to create fashion outfits from

4
http://www.polyvore.com

different items, or like and save outfits created by others. Launched

in 2007, Polyvore has attracted 20 million users, with 87,000 fashion

outfits created on average every day by users.
5
We crawled profiles

of 150 randomly selected usersU to generate a dataset of 66,000

fashion outfits S and 158,503 fashion items I.

4.1.2 iFashion. Alibaba research put together the dataset collected

from iFashion, a Taobao fashion service, and provided the dataset

for research purposes [6]. iFashion works similarly as Polyvore,

where users create fashion outfits using existing fashion item data.

The dataset consists of 3.5 million usersU, 127,000 fashion outfits

S and 4.4 million fashion items I.

Table 2: Dataset statistics.

Dataset Users Fashion outfits Fashion items

Polyvore 150 66,000 158,503

iFashion 3,569,112 127,169 4,463,302

For both datasets, we randomly sample 70% as training P, 10% as

validationV , and the rest of the 20% as testing T .

4.2 Experiment Setting

The embeddings of fashion clothing items’ images are generated

with a DenseNet pre-trained on ImageNet, resulting with features

in 50176 dimension [10, 13]. OutfitNet (including both FIR and OP)

is implemented using Tensorflow [1]. The dimension of the fully-

connected (FC) layers are shown in Table 3, where all are single

layers except д, which consists of two layers.

Table 3: Dimension of each layer.

Layer ζ ψ f д ϕ

Dimension 50176 256 16 6272, 256 16

We initialize all weightswith Xavier initialization and use leakyRelu
as the activation function. We train the model with batch size 64

and use AdaDelta as the optimizer. The training stops until the ob-

jective functions in Eq. (1) and (9) converge, or until the maximum

number of epochs (100) is reached.

4.3 Fill-in-the-Blank Prediction

Our first evaluation task is fill-in-the-blank (FITB), a widely con-

ducted and standard test across fashion compatibility research. We

design the FITB task as follows. We use the data in P to train the

fashion item relevancy network (FIR) and the comparing baselines.

Then, given an outfit in the test data T , we randomly masked out

one of the fashion items. We then randomly select three fashion

items and predict which one is most likely to be in the given partial

outfit, i.e., which fashion item is the most compatible with the rest

of the items. The performance of this task is measured by accuracy,

and compared with the following baseline methods.

(1) Random: A model based on random guesses.

5
https://expandedramblings.com/index.php/polyvore-statistics/
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Table 4: FITB results of different models.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

(7) v.s. best

Random PopRank Triplet SetNN F-LSTM Bi-LSTM FIR

Polyvore 24.97% 19.03% 84.70% 48.42% 46.19% 50.19% 88.63% +4.63%

ifashion 25.00% 17.95% 85.44% 50.16% 59.14% 60.22% 86.06% +0.73%

Table 5: Fashion outfit recommendation results of different models.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

(6) v.s. best (7) v.s. best

Random PopRank MF BPR DVBPR OP-Ins OP-Emb

Polyvore

All outfits 50.00% 49.56% 49.73% 52.25% 54.08% 78.11% 84.07% 44.43% 55.45%

Cold outfits 50.00% 46.91% 48.98% 51.11% 49.93% 79.70% 73.64% 55.93% 44.08%

iFashion

All outfits 50.00% 48.24% 49.05% 53.76% 57.83% 79.29% 86.42% 37.11% 49.44%

Cold outfits 50.00% 44.03% 45.26% 52.39% 55.34% 81.65% 80.91% 47.54% 46.21%

(2) PopRank: A model that ranks the items based on its occur-

rences in outfits, which infers the popularity of the item.

(3) Triplet: A Siamese-network-based model proposed in [33],

where each element in the triplet is single fashion item.

(4) SetNN: An end-to-end model proposed in [17], where fash-

ion items in outfits are also pooled with themultiple-instance

approach, but explicit negative (i.e., incompatible) samples

are required.

(5) F-LSTM: Amodel that, given a sequence of items embedded

with a forward LSTM, predicts the next item [11].

(6) Bi-LSTM:Amodel that, given a sequence of items embedded

with a bi-directional LSTM, the model predicts the next item

[11].

(7) FIR (ours): Our model that learns the compatibility among

items by considering the relationship between a subset of

items and a single item.

Note that for (5) and (6), the prediction is made directly using the

trained model (i.e., predicting the next item given a sequence). For

(3), (4), and (7), we first trained the models, then use the trainedmod-

els to generate embeddings for items in the test data. The prediction

is finally made using the distances between items’ embeddings. We

measure the performance by the percentage of times the model

correctly chooses the ground truth items over the other randomly

selected items. We show the results of the FITB task using different

models in Table 4.

As shown in Table 4, our proposed light-weight FIR outperforms

the baseline models. The most comparable is Triplet, which is a

simpler version of FIR, where S only consists of single items. Also,

its performance is very close to FIR when evaluated on the iFashion

dataset. The reason is that outfits in the iFashion dataset, in general,

have fewer items than outfits in Polyvore. Therefore, the sampled

S often only include single items, which is equivalent to Triplet.

4.4 Personalized Outfit Prediction

We compare the performance of OutfitNet in recommending fashion

outfits to users with the following baselines.

(1) Random: A model based on random guesses.

(2) PopRank: A model that ranks the outfits a given user may

like based on the popularity of the outfits. In our dataset, we

use the number of likes an outfit receives as the popularity

measure.

(3) MF: State-of-the-art recommendation algorithm, Matrix Fac-

torization. For this method, we construct a user-outfit matrix

as inputs for training.

(4) BPR: State-of-the-art recommendation algorithm, Bayesian

Personalized Ranking, proposed in [25]. Similar to MF, we

construct a user-outfit matrix as inputs for training.

(5) DVBPR: The fashion item recommendation model, Deep

Visually-Aware Bayesian Personalized Ranking, proposed in

[15]. DVBPR was originally designed to recommend fashion

items to individuals, rather than fashion outfits as a whole.

To compare with OutfitNet fairly in testing, for each fash-

ion outfit a user likes, we assume the user likes all of the

items included in the outfit, and vice versa. We then train

DVBPR based on user-item relationships. After training, we

use the trained DVBPR to generate users’ preference scores

for fashion items included in the fashion outfit and taking

an average over the scores to serve as a personalized fashion

outfit score.

(6) OP-Ins: The instance-based approach of the proposed OP

in this paper.

(7) OP-Emb: The embedding-based approach of the proposed

OP in this paper.

To evaluate the Outfit Preference network (OP)’s recommenda-

tion quality against the above methods, we compute the positive

and negative outfits’ scores, yu,i and yu, j , by using Area Under

Curve (AUC) as our performance metrics. The AUC is calculated

as follows.

AUC =
1

|U|

∑
u ∈U

1

|Du |

∑
(i, j)∈Du

I(yu,i > yu, j ) (10)

where Du = {(i, j)|(u, i) ∈ Tu ∧ (u, j) < (Pu ∪Vu ∪ Tu )}, and I(·)
is an identity function counting the number of times yu,i > yu, j is
true.
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Figure 5: Visualization of learned FIR item features with t-SNE transformation.

Figure 6: Visualization of DenseNet item features with t-SNE transformation.

The results of the recommendations are shown in Table 5. As

shown, the performance of the two OP approaches, both instance

approach and embedding approach, exceed other state-of-the-art

recommendation models. Besides considering recommending all

outfits in the testing set, we also test on recommending cold outfits

(with only one user liking it), which tests the ability to handle

sparse datasets. Both of our proposed approaches, OutfitNet-Ins

and OutfitNet-Emb, still outperform the other comparing methods.

Interestingly, OP-Ins performs better than OP-Emb on cold outfits.

5 OUTFITNET APPLICATIONS

After OutfitNet is trained, in addition to using it tomake fashion out-

fit recommendations, the parameters learned in the model can also

be used in other applications. Here we present three applications

that are enabled with a learned OutfitNet: fashion item embedding,

outfit generation, and personalized fashion outfit attention.

5.1 Fashion Item Embedding

As we train the fashion item relevancy network (FIR), the network

pushes fashion items that are more compatible/relevant with each

other to be closer in the embedding space. Figure 5 shows the

visualization of learned item embedding in a two-dimensional space

(transformed using t-SNE [22]), compared to embeddings directly

obtained from DenseNet pre-trained on ImageNet [13]. As one can

see, when taking a closer look, instead of having visually similar

items close to each other in the embedding space, FIR produces

embeddings that have compatible fashion items closer to each other.

More specifically, one can see there exists a cluster of shoes (in the

orange rectangle) in Figure 6, which are all visually similar items
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Algorithm 1 OutfitExpansion algorithm. Procedures starting with

uppercase letters are what we define; procedures starting with

lowercase letters are commonly used general functions.

1: procedure OutfitExpansion(S , k )
2: Hitems ← []

3: for x ∈ S do

4: Hitems ← append(Hitems , FIR(x ))
5: hout f it ← averagePool(Hitems )

6: Itmp ← I − S
7: while |S | < k do

8: T ← kdTree(Itmp )

9: xcandidate ← queryNearest(T , hout f it )
10: if CategoryValid(xcandidate , S ) then
11: S ← S ∪ {xcandidate }
12: Itmp ← Itmp − {xcandidate }
13: Hitems ← append (Hitems , F IR(xcandidate ))
14: hout f it ← averagePool(Hitems )

15: return S
16: procedure CategoryValid(xcandidate , S )
17: ccandidate ← GetFirstLevelCategory(xcandidate )
18: Citems ← {}

19: for x ∈ S do

20: Citems ← Citems ∪ { GetFirstLevelCategory(x ) }
21: if Citems ∩ {ccandidate } = ϕ then

22: return True

23: return False

24: procedure GetFirstLevelCategory(x )
25: c ← GetCategory(x )
26: while parent(c ) , root do

27: c ← parent(c )
28: return c

(including their product category and silhouette). However, such a

cluster cannot be observed in Figure 5. Instead, an example is the

orange box in Figure 5, where the items in the box show a feasible

outfit composition. Not only the repeating categories of items are

not close to each other in the embedding space (which do not make

sense to be put together in the same outfit), but also items that

have similar styles are close together. These kinds of fashion item

embeddings are suitable to help find compatible fashion items that

form fashion outfits. We demonstrate its ability to generate fashion

outfits in a later section.

5.2 Fashion Outfit Expansion

Based on the learned fashion item embedding, given a set of fashion

items, we can find the additional fashion items that are closest to

the given set to create a complete fashion outfit. This approach is a

step further than the fill-in-the-blank (FITB) task, as discussed and

evaluated in Section 4. We view this as a set expansion problem,

which we propose an OutfitExpansion algorithm to achieve it, as

summarized in Algorithm 1.

Given a set of fashion items S , called seed set, and the desired

size of expanded fashion outfit k , OutfitExpansion algorithm

iteratively grows S into a fashion outfit by adding fashion items

that are closest to S in the learned embedding space, while not

adding fashion items with duplicate categories.

Figure 7: Examples of OutfitExpansion’s outputs, where

k = 5.

How OutfitExpansion works in detail is as follows. First, all

the items in S are passed through a trained FIR to obtain fashion

item embeddings. Then these embeddings are pooled into a single

embedding hout f it to represent the current partial outfit’s embed-

ding. As long as the size of S has not achieved the desired size k , in
each iteration, a spatially-indexed tree (e.g., KD tree), T , based on

fashion item emebeddings of Itmp is built, where Itmp is all of the

items in I except the ones in S . We then query an item, xcandidate ,
that is nearest to hout f it based on T .6 If xcandidate is in a valid

category according to CategoryValid, we add it to S , otherwise,
we continue to search for the next one.

The purpose of CategoryValid is to ensure that we don’t add

fashion items with categories that already exist in S . There are

many ways to infer an item’s fashion category, such as through

image classification and textual description. However, since the

fashion categories are hierarchical, considering whether there is a

repeat at the most fine-grained level does not make sense. Instead,

we only care about whether the items repeat at the highest level,

which we call the first-level categories, such as outer, top, bottom,

shoes, handbag, hat, and accessory. We construct a fashion category

6
We build T using Itmp instead of I because we want to prevent nearest items

queried being the ones already in S .
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Table 6: Example of learned personalized attention scores for three outfits.

Outfit 1 Outfit 2 Outfit 3

πu,k 0.372 0.388 0.391 0.211 0.162 0.179 0.218 0.367 0.401

αu,k 0.319 0.339 0.342 0.367 0.306 0.327 0.214 0.369 0.417

hierarchy and determine the first-level categories of fashion items

accordingly.
7

Figure 7 shows five examples of outfits created using the Outfit-

Expansion algorithm where k = 5 and S includes one fashion item.

As one can see, by leveraging the learned fashion item embedding,

one can generate outfits that include fashion items that are highly

compatible with each other. We believe this is an effective approach

to generate compatible outfits since it does not require complicated

filtering and only requires categories of the items as additional

metadata. One also does not need to specify detailed rules of an

outfit, such as the items’ orders and the categories required in an

outfit.

5.3 Personalized Fashion Outfit Attention

One of the novel designs of OutfitNet’s Outfit Preference network

(OP) is its ability to incorporate users’ personalized attention when

learning their tastes toward fashion outfits. For the ease of expla-

nation, we leverage one approach of OP, OP-Ins, in this section.

Take OP-Ins as an example: after OP-Ins is trained, when passing

a triplet of (u, i, i) into the trained OP-Ins, not only do we get the

personalized fashion outfit score yu,i for outfit i , personalized fash-

ion item scores πu,i for each item in outfit i , we also get αu , which
is u’s personalized attention for the fashion items.

To demonstrate the learned personalized attention, we use an

example shown in Table 6. As shown, we present the learned per-

sonalized item scores and personalized attention scores to three

different outfits, based on the same user: user A. Among these three

outfits, user A only liked outfit 1 in our dataset, and not the other

two outfits. Visually, one can see that the main difference between

outfit 1 and the other two outfits is the color theme. Outfit 1 has

a somewhat neutral color theme, while outfits 2 and 3 each have

brighter color combinations. A closer look at the learned person-

alized item scores shows that user A has an overall high (above

0.3) scores for all items in outfit 1, and an overall low (below 0.3)

scores for all items in outfit 2. As for outfit 3, although user A has

not liked it in our dataset, OP-Ins predicts a high personalized item

score on the sweater, which has a similar color theme to what we

infer user A may like from outfit 1.

Another aspect to see is the learned personalized attention. For

both outfits 1 and 2, user A shows equally distributed attention

scores across items in the outfits. This may be because the visual

7
Due to space limitations, we do not attach the fashion category hierarchy in this

paper, which is rather space-consuming. However, we will release the digital version

upon paper publication.

styles across these items are relatively close to each other within

an outfit. However, user A shows a specific higher attention on the

sweater in outfit 3. This may be because the sweater is closer to

user A’s personal taste, and the visual style is significantly different

from the other two items (shorts and hat) in outfit 3.

The above case study demonstrates OutfitNet’s capability to

learn users’ fashion tastes toward individual clothing items in fash-

ion outfits with only the labels of fashion outfits available. And

by learning their personalized attention towards fashion clothing

items in fashion outfits, we can better recommend fashion outfits

to users.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed OutfitNet, a neural network model that

learns the fashion item compatibility and recommends fashion

outfits to users based on their fashion tastes. We propose a light-

weight, yet effective design of a neural network to learn the fash-

ion item compatibility, Fashion Item Relevancy network (FIR). We

then formulate the fashion outfit recommendation problem into a

multiple-instance-learning problem, and propose the Outfit Pref-

erence network (OP). Unlike the previously proposed methods,

OutfitNet considers the multiple numbers of fashion clothing items

involved in fashion outfits without assuming an underlying order

of items. It also incorporates a personalized attention layer to learn

the individuals’ emphasis put on fashion items when assessing a

fashion outfit. When learning, OutfitNet leverages Bayesian Person-

alized Ranking to learn the users’ fashion tastes, which eliminates

the difficulty in finding negative samples.

OutfitNet’s effectiveness is demonstrated both quantitatively

and qualitatively. Quantitatively, we show that our proposed FIR

outperforms other state-of-the-art models in predicting fashion

compatibility task, i.e., fill-in-the-blank (FITB) task. We also show

that the proposed OP outperforms other state-of-the-art models

in recommendation fashion outfits to users. Qualitatively, through

visualization, we show that the fashion item embeddings learned

by FIR capture the underlying fashion item compatibility, beyond

just the color and silhouette of fashion items. We also present a

framework for generating fashion outfits from a subset of fashion

items based on the learned fashion item embeddings. Finally, we

demonstrate that the learned personalized fashion item scores and

personalized attention scores capture well the users’ tastes toward

fashion items, as well as their emphasis put on different fashion

items when judging an outfit.
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